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ACTION EA-09

INFO  OCT-01  ISO-00  EB-07  /017 W
--------------------  008947
R 050823Z MAR 76
FM AMEMBASSY TOKYO
TO USDOC USTS WASHDC
INFO SECSTATE WASHDC 7458

UNCLAS TOKYO 3366

E.O. 11652: N/A
TAGS: ETRD
SUBJECT: SPR FUNDS (ACCOUNT 1640)

JW-6-543, THIS OFFICE ANXIOUSLY AWAITING YOUR APPROVAL
TO CONTRACT FOLLOWING SPR FUNDED (ACCOUNT 1640) JOURNALIST
TOUR PROJECTS.
1. J-SD-13, NET-TV SNOWWPLAY USA (REF
JW-6-379, 12/26/75), DOLS5,000.
2. J-SD-14, FUJI-TV
SUNDAY SPECIAL TOUR (REF JW-6-476, 2/10/76) DOLS5,000.
3. J-TD-9; TBS-TV REGIONAL FOODS TOUR (REF JW-6-468,
2/6/76), DOLS3,000.

PLEASE CABLE APPROVAL IMMEDIATELY SO WE MAY PROCESS
PURCHASE ORDER FOR PRODUCTION SUPPORT.
SHOESMITH
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